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How do we use the best technology, modeling, and science …



How do we use the best technology, modeling, and science …



to assess the current tropical threat to our communities … 



… and communicate the corresponding impacts to the people!



 The majority of NWS partners and customers are 
not hurricane experts!

 When providing weather information for planning 
purposes, we must speak their language. 

Communicating Complex Information



 Our complex tropical wind information must be:                   

◦ Distilled … made concise and focused 

◦ Translated … converted to easy to understand language

◦ Interpreted … meaning maintained and relatable

Communicating Complex Information



Everything should be made 

as simple as possible, but 

not simpler. 

- Albert Einstein



- MET function
- DSS function

Decision Support Service (DSS) Cycle
Routine vs. Customer-specific

Crafting the Right Message 
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HURRICANE IRMA

SEP 2017

The Tropical Wind Hazard

“Our mutual intent is to change the outcome of the event.”









…WHAT…WHERE…WHEN…HOW MUCH…HOW LONG…HOW SURE…

Tropical Wind Messaging

Decision Support Messaging

…WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO ABOUT IT…

Public Safety Messaging

Targeted - “Who”





The Challenges of Messaging

concept

concept• Conflicting or ambiguous 

information leads to confusion 

• Confusion inhibits effective 

decision-making and leads to 

delayed actions

• Clear, consistent, and unified 

messaging is key

• whether internally, or among        

inter-agencies and the partnership

• for the benefit of the public

“The bottom line really is:  be 

alert, be prepared, but also be 

wary of long-range projections 

that go beyond what the science 

can offer.”
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DSS Briefings

Media Interviews

Social Media Posts 

NWSChat updates

WFO Knowledge of Potential Impacts - Conceptual Model 

Example: Wind Hazard

Getting the Message Out About Potential Impacts

WFO

Knowledge
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Getting the Message Out About Potential Impacts

WFO

Knowledge

Speaking with Increasing Specificity



Public Messaging Challenges

concept

concept

NOAA/NWS values our partner relationships, and being 

a trusted source of weather/water information during 

hurricane emergencies.



Question:

Before tropical winds arrive, which of the 

following options should you use as your 

“planning forecast” if you want to fully err    

on the side of caution for safety sake? 

A) The latest official forecast (NHC; NWS)

B) The most likely alternative scenario

C) The reasonable worst case scenario

D) Update from weather app you just found
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Scenario Types for Decision Support 

Latest Official Forecast

Most Likely Scenario

Most Likely Alternate Scenario

Reasonable Worst Case Scenario

DSS



 Latest Forecast

◦ The “official forecast”

◦ Deterministic

 implies comparable precision throughout the full forecast window

◦ Uncertainty NOT taken into account



 Most Likely Scenario

◦ Typically approximates the latest official forecast

◦ Mostly deterministic

◦ An average measure of uncertainty (often) taken into account

 Partial Accommodation - track vs. intensity, size, and timing errors



 IMPORTANT:  The sole use of the latest deterministic 

forecast and/or the most likely scenario can be problematic 

for decision-making relative to high impact hurricane wind 

events, especially in challenging forecast situations. 

◦ Hurricane conditions expected.  Periods of showers and a chance of 

thunderstorms.  Heavy rainfall possible.  Highs in the mid 80s.  North winds 

90 to 110 mph with gusts up to 135 mph. 

Messaging Uncertainty

Sometimes the 

risk is too great!



 Most Likely Alternate Scenario

◦ The alternative outcome which is next likely to occur if the 

most likely scenario does not (qualitatively) come to pass 

◦ Situationally recognizes potential for error associated with 

the latest forecast and/or most likely scenario such that an 

alternate scenario should also be considered 

◦ Secondary contingent (“what-if ”) forecast; situationally used 

only when needed

◦ Increased difficulties for planning and messaging

T.S. Erika: degraded 

to a broad area of 

low pressure





Tropical Storm Force

Wind Speed Probabilities

Hurricane Force

Wind Speed Probabilities





October 2, 2016

X



October 2, 2016

Key Point:  It is possible for a 

major hurricane to be in vicinity 

of ECFL by mid-late week. 



 Reasonable Worst Case Scenario

◦ Probability-based; defined as having only a 10% probability of 

being exceeded; location specific

◦ A “Safety Margin Forecast” extended to its widest reasonable 

extent; the solution of least regret safety-wise

 Best incorporated into wind (and surge) evacuation planning to 

err on the side of caution



To be Safe,

Prepare for This



To be Safe,

Prepare for This



HURRICANE WIND THREAT

Hurricane Threats and Impacts - Wind Mosaic



Peak Wind Threat

Reasonable Worst Case Scenario

Peak Wind Forecast 

Wind Hazard

Major Hurricane Force (> 96 kt)

Hurricane Force (64 - 95 kt)

Strong Tropical Storm Force (50 - 63 kt)

Tropical Storm Force (34 - 49 kt)

Less Than Tropical Storm Force (< 34 kt)

?

?
?

?

How does HTI Wind help support 

preparedness actions? 

Most Likely Scenario

X

X
X

X



Impacts Bulletin
(TCV Text Product)



TCV Text Product

X

Most likely outcome

(deterministic forecast)



TCV Text Product

X

Incorporating uncertainty

(probabilistic forecast)



Hey, my community is being 

threatened by a major hurricane!  

185 mph !!!
Category 5



- LATEST LOCAL FORECAST:  Equivalent Tropical Storm force wind

- Peak Wind Forecast: 40-50 mph with gusts to 75 mph

- Window for Tropical Storm force winds: early Monday 

morning until early Wednesday morning 

Locally, a Hurricane Warning is in 

effect but hurricane wind speeds are 

not being forecast, except for gusts.



So, to what extent should local wind 

preparations be made to remain safe?

?
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In more relatable terms, what are the 

potential impacts that should be 

protected against?
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Question:

For each County/Zone, what tropical wind 

information is included within the TCV text 

product?

A) The latest official forecast 

B) The reasonable worst case scenario

C) The corresponding potential impacts 

D) All of the above
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https://www.weather.gov/srh/tropical



IDSS Briefing Summary:

- for inclusion within text products

- for inclusion within media exchanges

- for inclusion within social media posts 



Pre-made hand-outs; 

ready to give to reporters

Fact Sheets



Website:
NWS/WFO Melbourne, FL



Social Media: Partnering with Emergency Management

Debunking Myths



Hurricane Irma is moving this way. If you don’t have an 

emergency plan, visit Ready.gov for more information.    



Looks like a serious hurricane event is developing for 

Florida in a few days. Have a plan; be prepared. Encourage 

your friends and neighbors to do likewise.  





Pre-event infographics developed (simple, concise, graphics/photos)

❖ Time until impact

❑ Plan  (>36 hours)

❑ Complete Preparations (24-36 hours)

❑ Shelter in Place (<24 hours)

❑ Recover (post-impact)

❖ Type of hazard

❑ Wind

❑ Surge

❑ Flooding

❑ Tornadoes

❖ Level of threat

❑ Low

❑ Moderate

❑ High

❑ Extreme

NWS Melbourne | Social Media Strategy 



Pre-event infographics developed (simple, concise, graphics/photos)

❖ Time until impact

✓ Plan  (>36 hours)

✓ Complete Preparations (24-36 hours)

✓ Shelter in Place (<24 hours)

✓ Recover (post-impact)

❖ Type of hazard

✓ Wind

❑ Surge

❑ Flooding

❑ Tornadoes

❖ Level of threat

❑ Low

❑ Moderate

❑ High

✓ Extreme

NWS Melbourne | Social Media Strategy 



Extreme wind threat | 36+ hrs til arrival

Public Safety Messaging
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Public Safety Messaging



Extreme wind threat | 6-12 hrs til arrival

Public Safety Messaging



Extreme wind threat | 0-6 hrs til arrival

Public Safety Messaging



Extreme wind threat | extreme wind onset

Public Safety Messaging
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The Tropical Wind Hazard

THANK YOU


